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Leonardi

’no one asked me’

By Carol Tognetti and Lee Smaus
A.S. President Rudi Leonard’ said yesterday he did not make public the $150
advance payment on his vice-presidential scholarship before Wednesday because
he was not asked.
Leonardi was vice-president elect when the loan was made May 23, 1972, but did
not take office until July 1, 1972.
He said he requested the loan because he was director of a low-income camp
serving 120 children in the Milpitas and Alviso areas, and needed the money to
make repairs on his car to "continue functioning in that capacity."
Leonard’ added he repaid the business office loan on July 27, 1972.
His disclosure came on the heels of renewed investigation into the affairs of the
A.S. Business Office ( ASBO), when the office was under the direction of former
business manager George Watts last year.
A special task force, headed by A.S. Treasurer David Pacheco, is looking into
possible misuse of funds by the ASBO.
Watts, who resigned last spring following an audit of A.S. accounts, was reached
at his San Jose home last night, but refused to comment on I,eonardi’s loan.
"That’s all water under the bridge now," he said.
Watts added he is aware of the task force and its purpose but "I won’t answer
any questions until I know what’s going on."
Watts is now employed in Palo Alto.

Leonard’ said the advance loan occurred during the administration of Dennis
King, former A.S. President and should remain confidential. He said he was not
questioned about the loan from anyone in his administration until recently.
Leonard’ added that the monies for the loan came from a contingency fund
handled by the ASBO. The fund is a collection of petty cash for emergency uses.
lie had never questioned the legality of the loan because it had been done many
times before and was a "common thing." He claimed he compiled a list of 12
similar cases but refused to reveal any names.
King said last night he did not know about Leonardi’s loan when it was given,
"but knew shortly afterwards." He agreed it was a "common occurence."
"It’s a management decision. There is no written policy governing it, but the
opportunity is there to take care of emergency problems," he added.
"There is nothing illegal about it," King said.
I,eonardi said he hoped the A.S. task force would direct its efforts to find out why
Watts resigned. Watts last night said he would not comment on his action, saying
only it was for "personal reasons."
King, a member of the personnel board investigating Watts last spring, added he
hopes the council and task force are not investigating Watts’ management of the
ASBO as a "political thing." He also indicated he would be available as a source
for the task force, saying "the investigation has been going on for about a month
now, and I haven’t been contacted yet."

Alkisswani seeks to launch investigation
of Watts’ resignation, A.S. government
By George Rede
A.S. Attorney General Fouad
Alkisswani is looking into the possible
formation of an independent body to

ferret out the facts surrounding George
Watts’ resignation as A.S. business
manager and, further, to conduct a fullscale probe of A.S. government.

Ford sworn in as V.P.
under 25th amendment
From the Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Gerald Ford was sworn in as the nation’s 40th vice president
yesterday, just a few hours after the House of Representatives voted to confirm
him.
Ford is the first vice president to assume the office by appointment under the
25th Amendment.
Ford, a Republican U.S. Representative from Michigan, succeeds former Vice
President Spiro Agnew who resigned Oct. 10. Ford was sworn into his new position
before a joint meeting of the House and Senate with President Nixon in attendance.
Ford was first elected to the House in 1948 and served as House Minority Leader
since 1965. He has always been a strong supporter of President Nixon and
Republican policies.
Nominated as vice president Oct. 12, Ford was investigated by the FBI, an investigation he personally requested. His nomination was approved first by the
Senate and then by the House.
Opposition to Ford came mainly from liberal Democrats who failed to muster
any effective block to his eventual confirmation. Civil rights groups had opposed
Ford for his position against bussing.
In foreign relations, Ford was one of the first congressmen to urge bombing of
North Vietnam and supported the Vietnam policies of President Lyndon Johnson
while opposing most of Johnson’s domestic programs.

Alkisswani’s action was prompted by
Wednesday’s disclosure that A.S.
President Rudi Leonardi had accepted
a $150 loan from the A.S. Business
Office more than a year before taking
office as A.S. vice president.
Leonardi made the discolsure to A.S.
Council, which directed A.S. Treasurer
David Pacheco to include the circumstances of the loan and its
repayment made within a month

Mail by Mondayi
ifor sure delivery,
:1:.says postmaster’:
Monday has been set by the post
office as the deadline for mailing
greeting cards and parcels in order to
insure delivery before Christmas,
according to William Lawrence, San
Jose postmaster.
Cutbacks in flight schedules and an 11
per cent decrease in fuel allocation
during’ the month of December has
forced the Post Office to move its
traditional "mail early" deadline up
one week.

after it was granted May 23, 1972 in
his current investigation of the business
office, which Watts managed until his
resignation last March.
Alkisswani said yesterday the formation of an independent agency,
separate from the A.S., could conceivably turn up elusive facts
surrounding the resignation of Watts,
who left because of "personal reasons."
Alkisswani cited a distrust of the A.S.
Judiciary to carry out such an investigation and questioned the present
effectiveness of the task force currently
under Pacheco’s direction.
He discounted the possibility of an
investigation of Leonardi and the
business office by the judiciary
because, as a part of A.S. government,
he doubted it could be objective.
Leonard’ said yesterday he had heard
"vague mention" of Alkisswani’s intentions, but added, "If he wants to do
it, let him...fine."
Alkisswani spent the afternoon
meeting with Robert S. Martin, dean of
student services, but neither party
could be contacted for comment.

John 1-lavens

William Turner, ex -FBI agent

Ex-FBI agent claims
U.S. fascism growing
By Kathy Rebello
"The United States could be the first democratic country to go fascist through
free electionS."
This was the conclusion of ex-FBI agent William Turner made yesterday in a
speech on campus in which he discussed the ramifications of a growing police
state.
Using the experiences he collected over a 10-year span as a criminal and
counter-espionage FBI agent, Turner glazed over the secret governmental tactics
involved in the Bay of Pigs, the assassination of John Kennedy, the FBI
"mystique," and the philosophies behind its moves.
"The Bay of Pigs is now viewed as one big boggle on the part of the CIA," Turner
said. "But, it is my conviction that the only reason it failed was that one integral
component of its plan failed, the twin assassinations of Fidel Castro and his
brother Raul."
The first assassination plot failed, according to Turner, when the key Cuba,
contacts involved were arrested by the Castro Secret Police.
The second plot collapsed when a CIA-prepared poison capsule meant for Fidel
Castro "disappeared for unknown reasons." Supposedly this capsule, "which
looked much like a kernel of corn," was to be slipped to Castro’s cook. Twenty-four
hours after consumption, Castro should have been pronounced dead from a heart
attack.
See back page

Inside the Daily
"The citizen is top dog," at the San Jose City Ombudsman’s Office. Bob
Piombo interviews Sam Sanchez, ombudsman, on page 3.
Higher education has come to the crossroads in terms of economic and social
trends, according to Maynard Robinson, SJSU academic planner. Peggy Rudnicki
has the story on page 3.
The SJSU Women’s Center has re-located and is reportedly starting some new
projects. Lori Rauh has the details on page 4.
The new State University and Colleges Board of Trustees policy regarding offcampus speakers is viewed differently by President John H. Bunzel and A.S.
Program Adviser Ted Gehrke. Kathy Rebello’s interview with them appears on
page 4.

50 received from students

CAR form turn-in
By Mark Whitefield and
Joyce Yamashita
About 50 sets of completed mock
computer registration forms have been
turned in by students since they were
made available Wednesday.
The forms are required for the trial
run of the Computer Assisted
Registration program ( CAR) which
will go into effect next fall, if the experiment is successful.

Memos reveal
FBI snooped to
disrupt Leftists

Marq Lipton

Car pool
setup may be
answer to
energy crux

The proposed SJSU car pool system
could be a helpful antidote to the
energy crisis. Organized by the
Consumer Switchboard and the
Environmental Information Center, it
reportedly will be fully operational
next semester.
"We’re really encouraged by the
initial response," said Bill Clarkson,
assistant director of the Consumer
Switchboard. While Clarkson said
"this semester is a trial period," there

are some car pools operating now.
Those seeking rides or riders In any
area should go to the information
center in the Student Union and fill out
cards which will be used to compile a
master file. The file will be arranged
by area.
According to Clarkson, joining the
car pool system could cut gasoline and
parking expenses by one fourth. "It
will mean less cars on the road, and
It’s more fun," he said.

From the Associated Press
WASHINGTON The FBI marshaled
a three-year nationwide counterintelligence program "to expose,
disrupt and otherwise neutralize" what
the late J. Edgar Hoover called the New
Left movement, according to internal
agency memos made public yesterday.
Hoover, who started the program in
May, 1968 and terminated it in April,
1971, never defined or identified
specific organizations or individuals
subject to the spying program.
The FBI released copies of the
memos after acting Attorney General
Robert H. Bork decided not to appeal a
federal court order requiring the
memos to be given to NBC television
newsman Carl Stern, who had filed suit
to obtain them under the Freedom of
Information Act.
Accordirg to the memo, Hoover
directed all FBI offices to launch an
attack against groups and individuals
"who spout revolution and unlawfully
challenge society to obtain their
demands."
The program was terminated without
explanation on April 28, 1971.
Nowhere in the memo did the late
FBI Director identify which individuals
or groups were to fall into this category.
No names were mentioned. Various
radical figures like Angela Davis, Jane
Fonda and Abbie Hoffman have long
contended that the federal government
was spying on them.

Students will go through the usual
arena-type spring registration process
in February, but departments may take
note of the course demands made on the
mock forms, and they may make
necessary changes in their spring
semester section schedules, according
to Scott Anderson, director of SJSU
CAR program.
According to Anderson, a 200-a -day
return rate of forms is expected by next
week. One reason for the high return
figure is that although filling them out
is voluntary, some departments may
require the forms as a condition for preregistration, he said.
Only minor, technical problems in
filling out the forms have cropped up so
far, Anderson said. Some students have
been stapling them together and this

makes it difficult for the machine to
process them, he said.
Clyde Brewer, director of admissions
and records, called the turn -in rate
"extremely encouraging."
"We had not really expected any
completed forms until next week," he
said.
The forms, consisting of an explanatory letter, a class demand survey
and a reserved time request, are inserted into all spring class schedules.
Cost is 40 cents. Students who do not
wish to purchase a schedule can still
participate in the CAR experiment by
getting and returning the forms at the
information booths in the Student Union
and the Administration Building, and in
the registrar’s office t.). Dec. 18.
See back page
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Editorial

Is it really worth the effort?
SJSU’s new service I.D. cards may not be worth all
the time, inconvenience, and cost they have
generated.
The cards, which will be needed by students for
spring registration and for the use of university
equipment, were finally distributed last week but
5,150 students were left out due to plain old ineptitude.
Two thousand pictures for the cards were ruined
last spring when film was put in the camera backwards. When those pictures were being reshot this
semester along with originals of new students the
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camera jammed and 3,150 more were lost.
Cost for the cards is about $50,000. Of that, $25,000
is paid directly by the students with the extra dollar
they paid at registration. The rest of the money was
spent on film, camera rental, and help in distributing
the cards.
The administration surely had the students’ interests in mind when it came up with the idea for the
cards. But had it taken the time to fully explain its
purpose and to anticipate all the problems that have
arisen, the whole process would have run a lot more
smoothly.
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Editorial

Campaign reform urged
Once more, our nation’s leaders allowed an im- themselves, he wanted the debt ceiling bill to be
approved.
portant reform measure to topple into oblivion.
If Congress had left the bill with the amendments
Campaign spending reform amendments, inspired
by Watergate revelations, were slashed by the attached, it probably would have passed, parSenate from a bill raising the national debt ceiling ticularly since the deadline had already passed.
earlier this week. President Nixon signed the debt
Senators Walter Mondale, D-Minn., and Richard
ceiling bill as soon as it reached his desk.
Schwieker, R-Pa., have reintroduced the campaign
The amendments were cut from the bill after the spending bill and we urge the Senate and later the
deadline for the debt ceiling passed, putting some full Congress to pass this quickly.
federal programs in jeopardy. The congressmen
Using federal money to finance federal campaigns
chose to cut the amendments from the bill to get it
means less chance to misuse private funds.
signed quickly into law.
More important, the candidate with limited
We believe the congressmen neglected to exercise
their legislative bargaining power. Although Nixon resources would be able to campaign on an equal
may have vetoed the reform amendments by basis with his rich opponents.

Editorial

Time change needed non,
In an effort to conserve energy, the House and the
Senate have passed bills to institute daylight savings
time in the United States on a year-round basis.
The Spartan Daily believes it is essential that these
two bills be consolidated as quickly as possible and
that Americans begin to prepare for the time change.
The permanent daylight savings time plan
represents one of the most rational and easiest ways
to reduce electricity and heating demands during the
current energy crunch.
Simply by turning our clocks ahead by one hour
and thereby utilizing more of the sun’s natural

heating and lighting abilities, American electricity
demand will be cut by three per cent, according to
energy experts.
This small but substantial energy savings will be
accomplished by a slight manipulation of time which
will inconvenience few people if any.
We strongly support the year-round daylight
savings time plan and hope our leaders will see fit to
institute it as soon as possible.
For in light of the growing depletion of our fossil
fuel supply, we desperately need all the daylight we
can save.

Letters to the Editor
Vim/ energy
Editor:
As the concern for energy continually climbs, mankind’s intellect looks for someone to blame.
It seems this blame has fallen upon
the environmentalists. If the
conservation groups did not
complain about offshore drilling
and the Alaskan pipeline, would
our situation be any more conducive to waste as it has been for
the past 90 years? For the time
being maybe so, but it would not
last for long.
Our energy crisis or moreover
the oil shortage: There are hoards
of unused energy look at the sun)
has cleared the way for the pipeline
and continued off-shore drilling.
Santa Barbara off-shore drilling
was stopped because of an oil leak
and has not yet fully recovered.
With the oil companies attitude
and lack of concern, history is open
to repeat itself. The Alaskan
pipeline plans to cross the frozen
tundra at some 200+ degrees. As
the tundra melts the moisture held
within will contract. With no solid
support for the pipe something has
to give.
Opponents
of
envirmentalists’s attitude towards
nuclear power plants feel nuclear
power is the answer. It may very
well be, but when P.G. & E. starts
construction on a nuclear reactor
20 feet from the San Andreas fault
the environmentalits have reason
to question not the plant itself but
the company’s approach.
The Zero Population Growth
people may be interested to note
that an imminent nuclear plant
melt down could destroy 50,000
people in two hours. The Los
Angeles power people desperatley
wanted a nuclear plant but could
not put it in the San Fernando
Valley. The people were scared for
life so they went to Porterville
where it was shot down by Porterville citizens on economic
principles.
There are ways to have good
clean energy, but will it take a full

fledged disaster to gain proper
concern for a quality of life. Don’t
blame the conservationist for a
lack of oil. They may turn and say,
"I told you so."
Energy crisis? No, an oil shortage. There is an over-abundance
of energy not yet fully appreciated
or properly used. It is the energy of
our minds: imagination, intelligence, and a concern for life.
One must not succumb to the oil
company’s vainness and start
putting alternatives into effect by
first utilizing the energy from our
brains.
Peter Folkens

Ihns "1 exploits
Editor:
"Impeach the Cox Sacker" was a
nice bit of humor. It had wit, a good
play on words, and was a clever
way of delivering a message.
Notice I say "was".
The best way in the world to
destroy a good joke is to explain it,
and the ham-handed way the
Spartan Daily explained the phrase
in the Dec. 6 edition is living proof.
Whose side are you people on,
anyway?
Craig Harbidge

’End prohibition’
Editor:
If you were to study the history of
prohibition, you’d know what
happens when a society tries to
enforce laws which run against the
feelings and wishes of large
numbers of citizens.
One effect of those laws is a
steady climb in the cost of law
enforcement and in the judicial
system (an estimated $100 million
in 1971 for enforcement of
California’s "pot" laws alone.) The
next
and
probably
most
significiant effect is deterioration
in peoples’ respect for the laws
themselves.

Marijuana is not completely
harmless, but prohibition didn’t
come to an end in 1933 because
alcohol was found to be harmless.
Very simply, the law turned out to
be more damaging to society than
use of the drug, alcohol. Right now
that is where we are with
marijuana and it’s time we
changed the law.
It’s on this basis that a group
calling itself the Coalition for the
Marijuana initiative has come into
being. The group’s objective is to
bring to the ballot box the idea that
no person in the State of California,
age 18 years or older shall be
punished criminally for the
cultivation or possession of
marijuana for his or her own
personal use.
The Coalition for the Marijuana
Initiative (C.M.I.) is presently
organizing in every county in
California to deliver 500,000
signatures by Feb. 1 to place the
initiative on the November 1974
ballot. Needless to say the coordination of such a cause will
require a great deal of effort this is
where you the reader comes in.
C.M.I. is presently suffering
from a lack of volunteers, and
unless immediate support is
forthcoming, our campaign will not
lose its energy or determination to
win, but the prospects for victory
will be seriously undermined.
Information on what you can do
to assist the effort, is available by
calling 295-6075 or stopping by our
offices at 233 N. First St. in San
Jose. The offices are open from 4
to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday.
By helping us, you are helping
yourself.
Robert D. Hawk

Speak out!
The Spartan Daily will accept
letters or guest columns of any
length from on or off campus individuals and groups. For quick
and full publication, letters should
be ,typed, double-spaced on a 55space line and be limited to 10 inches, or about 350 words.
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Getting drugs out of town
mEcHA
Los Tres are part of a Chicano an incident in which they found out prove that only direct community
group from East Los Angeles that one of the main pushers in the action against repressive drug
which is dedicated to run out Chicano community was a federal traffic will stop its increase.
The judge that tried them is
pushers of any dangerous drugs agent.
When the defense attempted to Lawrence Lydick, a close personal
hazardous to the Chicano compresent testimony of drugs experts friend and former business partner
munity in East Los Angeles.
anti -drug
Chicano to show that the government is of Watergate conspirator Richard
This
organization began about two involved in drug traffic and its Nixon.
Committee for Los Tres are
years ago and has been active in failure to control the increase in
the Chicano community ever since. drug addiction, the judge excluded currently in San Jose and will be at
Because the government wasn’t their testimony and did not allow today’s MECHA meeting, 3 p.m. in
acting to solve the drug problem in the jury to hear these experts the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
the Chicano community, the
community itself decided to take
direct action in dealing with the Domestic Digs
drug problem.
The Chicano community began
an all-out effort in local neighNew
borhoods and began door-to-door
knocking, speaking before Chicano
students’ organizations and prison
groups in an effort to convince the
carnales that the "sale of hard
John loran
drugs is a crime against
humanity."
The United States is a nation plagued by unemployment, pollution,
Los Tres are the carnales who
were given a 75-year sentence for inferior housing, and racism. For our minorities, life means being locked
in a ghetto, being overcharged by merchants and harassed by the law,
and sending their kids to third-rate schools. So, with all of these problems,
why are all the new leftists so concerned about Chile?
The cease-fire in Vietnam has taken the steam out of the New Left
Serving the San Jose State University
movement. Groups that shared little in common are left with no common
Community Since 1934
enemy. So now, instead of finding ways to combat social ills at home, they
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have taken to combating foreign ills.
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What has happened to the left groups? They have been hurt by schisms,
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Left lasing steam
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Point of View

Let’s tell it like it is
Ed Sessler
The energy crisis has politicians throughout the
country wondering how to cope with the problem.
Actually the answer is so obvious that no one has
really considered it.
The first step is a rather simple one. All cars driven
by persons with an income of less than $5,000 per year
should be impounded for the duration of the crisis.
With gas prices on the rise, it really makes sense to let
only those who can afford to drive use automobiles. If
we get poor people off the road, smog will disappear
and the amount of gas used will surely decrease.
When this happens, the poor will be forced to remain
in their homes. Then the second step can be implemented. All heating systems in the houses of the
poor can then be turned off, freeing necessary fuel for
use by the rich corporations which need it the most.
At this point, the poor will be without transportation,

or heat. They will finally be ready for the next, allimportant step.
Anyone with an income of less than $5,000 per year
would have their name put in a giant rotating drum.
On a completely random basis I because this country
is a democracy) these poor people could be divided
between the well-to-do.
The poor, in exchange for minimal amounts of food
and clothing, could be put to work doing jobs that used
to take electricity. Hand washing of clothes, dishes
and cars could all save electricity. By having the poor
do the jobs formerly done by electric irons, can
openers and toothbrushes, enormous amounts of fuel
would be saved, thereby ending the crisis.
Some may say that these steps are too harsh and
will discriminate against the poor, but whatever
measures are finally taken will indirectly do the same.
At least this way it will be obvious.
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Colleges
encounter
dropping
enrollment
in ’boom’
reverse

By Peggy Rudnick’
ASILOMAR Higher education
in California has come to the
crossroads in terms of economic
and social trends.
Faced with falling enrollment
projections and possible budget
stabilization, SJSU and the
California State University and
College system are experiencing a
reversal of the 1960 boom years,
according to Maynard Robinson,
academic planner for SJSU.
Speaking at Academic Council’s
annual Asilomar retreat last
weekend near Pacific Grove,
Robinson said the major reversal
has come in terms of university
enrollment growth.
Citing a recent Carnegie
Foundation survey, Robinson said
while university enrollment
growth has doubled every 15 years
in the past, current statistics show
a dramatic slowdown in campus
enrollment for the nation.
The survey also predicted an
actual decline in enrollments

during the 1980s.
Robinson said both SJSU and
the statewide system have experienced a leveling off of
enrollment
in the past years
folowing nationwide trends.
With a projected growth rate of
11 per cent per year for the next
decade, SJSU is experiencing a
definite drop in grwoth increases.
Over the last five years, admission
applications
have
dropped from 28,000 per year to a
projected 25,000 for this year.
Robinson added, however, he
doesn’t
expect SJSU to experience an enrollment decline in
the 1980s because of several
factors which make SJSU unique
in the statewide system.
"While the population in
California is stabilizing, two
counties have shown constant and
rapid growth in the state.
"San Diego and the area around
Santa Clara both have projected
growth rates of 25 per cent for the
next decade," he said.

Robinson said he feels this is
significant since 83 per cent of
SJSU’s students come from Bay
Area comities.
"I think this is one of the major
reasons SJSU may continue to
grow," he said.
But this general slowdown in
growth has been accompanied by
a stabilization of higher education
budgets in California and could
cause problems in terms of new
curricula development, faculty
expansion and new facilities for
SJSU, Robinson indicated.
"The university system doesn’t
hold the priority it once held in
terms of tax dollars, Robinson
said. "A declining share of the
budget is going to higher
education than did in the late
’60s."
For this reason, Robinson
questioned whether any further
growth was good for SJSU.
"SJSU currently has one of the
highest student population densities in the county with 150,000

people per square mile," he said.
With a leveling off of the budget
and now new projected construction other than the new
library building, SJSU may have
some problems with classroom
space and facilities, he said.
Robinson also pointed out a
slowdown in faculty growth due to
budget declines and said this trend
could hamper student -teacher
ratios at SJSU.
Another result of budget cutbacks forseen by Robinson, may
be a decline in new curricula
developments and an increase in
consortium (sharing of courses
between
universities)
type
classes.
A greater emphasis on course
challenge exams and external
degree programs may also occur,
Robinson said.
With the general transition from
growth to decline, the university
will have to make alterations to
accomodate
these
trends,
Robinson concluded.

Mediator finds answers
for persons requesting help

Sam Sanchez, San Jose ombudsman

By Bob Piombo
"The citizen is top dog."
That’s how Sam Sanchez,
former SJSU instructor,
explains the existence of his
job as ombudsman for San
Jose.
The responsibility of an
ombudsman, according to
Sanchez, is to investigate all
complaints against the city
by residents.
"This includes any city
service," said Sanchez.
"When we get a complaint or
inquiry, our job is to get an
answer as simply as
possible. And one way or
another, we do get answers."
Sanchez, who taught
psychology at SJSU during

the 1968-69 school year, said
his position is an offshoot of
present city administrative
policies.
"They mayor and city
manager want to personalize
our city government," said
Sanchez.
"Bureaucracies
seem to forget about the
individual. The citizen
doesn’t know who to go to for
help and doesn’t get full use
of government services
available to him."
Izzy Rodriguez, assistant
ombudsman, claimed he
gets answers by "cutting
through the red tape and
going directly to the source."
He cited an example involving construction work.

’One store at a time’

Managers strike back
Management personnel of
local Lucky food stores are
concentrating on one store at
a time, pooling supervisory
people to counteract the
walkout of striking employes
and are selling out those
commodities already in
stock in the San Jose area.
One woman employe, a
striking member of the
meatcutters union, said the
is
bringing
company
management people from as
far away as Seattle to help
keep the stores open in this
area.
"They’ll keep making

money then they’ll sit back
on the haunches and let us
suffer. If you’ll forgive the
pun, they’re putting us
through the meatgrinder,"
she said.
She also said that the two
Gemco grocieries (owned by
Lucky), and the Santa
Eastridge
Teresa
and
branches are remaining
this
through
open
management -operated
method.
Agreements made
Following the Arden Mayfair interim agreement
with
Wednesday

amalgamated meatcutters
unions, a number of similar
agreements were made
yesterday with smaller
northern
in
chains
California.
Jerry Vera Cruz, president
of the California Food and
Drug Council, said more
agreements were expected
this week.
The retail clerks unions
are continuing support of the
butchers’ strike and are
staying off the job.
Off the payroll
D.G. Richardson, regional
vice-president of Lucky’s

Mexican play presented

had a statement posted at all
stores in the San Jose area.
It read in part: "This
company offers and will
continue to offer employment to you, but if you
should choose not to work
you should understand that
voluntarily
have
you
removed yourself from the
payroll. In this event you
would not be entitled to
unemployment compensation."

Pres. Bunzel
will meet
with students
on teaching

"During construction, the
contractor has to comply
with certain regulations,
such as watering the streets
to keep the dust and dirt
down.
"Sometimes they don’t,
and when citizens try to
complain, usually they go to
the wrong places. We went
directly to the city inspector
matter
had
the
and
straightened out," he explained.
has
three
Sanchez
assistants, two secretaries
and a $58,000 budget to work
with. He handles stacks of
complaints ranging from
police
charges
of
harassment to irate calls
neighborhood
about the
garbage truck being too
loud.
Rodriquez’ office acts as a
referral and information
center, directing people to
the proper authorities and, if
necessary, actually accompanying citizens to make
sure the service is performed.
"We can’t always solve a
problem," Rodriguez said.
"If the city is negligent in a
certain area, there may be
nothing we can do about it,
but at least the citizen gets
the
information
he’s
seeking."
Sanchez made it clear his
office has no punitive
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SAT.. SUN. Oven 5:45
Show Starts at 5:45.

Rated "R"
"EASY RIDER"
ALICE’S RESTURANT"
"THE REIVERS"

Rated "PG"
is

"THUNDER KICK"
"THE TOWN
CALLED HELL"
"DAY OF THE JACKAL"

TROPKAIRE
No.1
Rated "R"
"MAN CALLED NOON’
"BIG JAKE"
"THE REVENGERS"

TROPICA IRE
No. 2
Rated PG"
"WRESTLING QUEEN"
"STEEL ARENA"
KANSAS CITY BOMBERS"

grape pickers strike in 1965
will present its annual
Christmas
program
tomorrow.
"Las Cuatro Apareciones
de La Virgen de Tepeyac," a
bilingual adaptation of a
traditional Mexican play,
will be given at 8 p.m. at the
Church,
Sacred
Heart
Willow and Locust streets.
The play will be preceded
by a Mass at 7:30.
Cultural blend
by
Directed
Jose
Rodriguez, the play is an
attempt to blend Spanish
Mexican and American
cultures using a variety of
music, colors and symbolism.

The State University and
Colleges Board of Trustees
will hold a special meeting
today to give consideration
to salary increases for
adstaff,
support
ministrative, and executive
employees.
The meeting, to be held at
the San Francisco Airport
Hilton Inn in San Mateo, will
begin at 10:30 a.m.

President John H. Bunzel
will meet Tuesday at 3:30
tst Pip&
with student representatives
from
every
academic
department on campus to
discuss their views of
According to Luis Valdez, teaching at SJSU.
El Teatro’s founder, the
45 N. 1st
297-0463
The informal discussion, in
group’s drama has "political
roots and a spiritual goal." HE 1, will be open only to
SPARTAN BRIAR
those representatives invited
Tours
PIPE
Originally developed to by the almost 60 departexpress the frustrations of ments. However, the record
18.95
the Delano strikers, the will be open.
with ASB card
Teatro has developed into
Dr, Bunzel, saying he is
structured theatre group
15.95
that has tourted the U.S. and anxious to learn what
students think about SJSU
Europe.
(offer good thru Dec. 31)
Currently, the group works instruction, said he hopes
out of San Juan Bautista this meeting will begin a
"We’re walking distance
holding theatre workshops series of student discussions.
from the campus."
during summer and winter
and
presenting
plays
throughout the entire year.
The group received The
Associated Students
Obie award in 1968 for its offand
Broadway
performances.
Anti -Imperialist Coordinating Committee (A.I.C.C.)
Present a
Symposium on the Energy CrisisFact or Fiction?
Monday PART I Domestic Crisis

PRE LAW STUDENTS
Register now for February I,SAT Review
Course to Maximize your LSAT Score
Instruction exclusively in exam -taking techniques
used successfully by California Pre -Law Students.
Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers
Course for Feb. 9 LSAT starts Jan. 23. Costs $85
For complete information call today (415) 254-7045
Or write P.O.Box 54, Orinda, CA 94563

By Debbie Carvalho
The first exchange of students and professors between
California’s 19 colleges and universities and the Republic of
China will begin during the 1974-75 academic year.
The program came about from discussions between
Chancellor Glenn Dunike and the Chinese Minister of
Education. The two Chinese universities which will be
participating will be the National Chengchi University and
the National Chunghsing University.
Up to 10 students a year will be exchanged betweer the two
campuses. The student’s tuition will be fully waivi_u at both
CSUC and Chinese institutions. CSUC students will be
reqiured, however, to pay the materials and service fee at
their home campus and will remain enrolled there as well as
the exchange institution.
For more information, students who will be juniors next
year should see Christine Cook, chairmain of the SJSU international program.
About five professors a year will be exchanged in such
fields as American studies, food science, marketing,
biochemistry, and environmental engineering.
"The professors going over will have to be able to instruct
the Chinese on something in the sciences so as to be
beneficial to the Chinese people from a practical aspect,"
Cook said..
The California campuses will have Chinese professors in
fields like Chinese history, language and literature tropical
agriculture and in areas of soybean and rice cultivation and
breeding.
The Chinese instructors, fluent in the English language,
will receive salary and traveling expenses from their country
while American instructors will have to pay their own way.
For more information, instructors should write to the
California State International Program, 5670 Wilshire Blvd.
lAis Angeles, 90036.
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Monday, Dec. 10 12:30 PM
Loma Prieta Rm. Student Union
Wednesday PART II - Energy Cirsis in Middle East
Speaker from A.I.C.C. on the Iranian Student Association
Film on Peoples Revolution in Dhoffar
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Loma Prieta Rm, Student Union
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A forum on Portuguese
colonies in Africa will be
presented today at 12:30 in
the SU Umunhum Room.
Sponsored by the Anti Imperialist Coordinating
Committee, the forum and a
film, "A Luta Contunua,"
will attempt to show how
successful the colonies have
been in securing their independence.

Trustees

by farmworkers’ theater
El ’realm Campesino the
farm
improvisational
that
theatre
worker’s
developed out of the Delano

powers.
"If we find a particular
department has been in
error, we can report it, but
we have no actual power to
correct it." But overall, city
employes are cooperative,"
he claimed.
Sanchez added he would be
willing to "step on city toes"
if it were necessary.
Rodriguez said it was
seldom necessary to step on
anyone’s toes.
"There
are
disagreements," he explained.
"We try to look at problems
from
a
citizen’s
or
management’s
viewpoint.
Department heads may look
at it differently. If we have a
disagreement, the city
manager arbitrates. We
abide by his decision."
Sanchez said it was important to develop informal
relations with other city
employes to gain their
confidence.
"Sometimes city officials
will privately admit to me
they were wrong after
denying it in public," Sanchez said. "But as long as
they’re willing to correct
themselves, I see no reason
to embarrass them."
Sanchez said he finds his
ombudsman
work
as
satisfying.
"I feel I’m performing a
tangible service for people,"
he claimed.

China exchange
begins in 1974

8:00 PM Men’s Gym
*

Students: $2.50

General: $3.50

* TICKETS: Underground Records, Dicsount Records, S.J. Box Office,
* Record Factory, A.S. Business Office SJSU Student Union
*** * * Sr* ***-********** * ***it* * ** * ***streritrOrarkgr*
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Women’s Center moves

Facilities offer more

Marty Gatewood Hoff

Karen Sweetland does
paper work in one of the
offices
at
the
dingy

Before...

headquarters of the Old
Women’s Center in the
basement of Building 7.. .

Lack of volunteers hinders
housing office program
"Operation Open," the SJSU Housing
Office program designed to combat racial
discrimination by landlords and building
managers in the campus community, is not
under way this semester, because of a lack
of volunteers.
According to Evelyn Robinson, assistant
housing director, a primary goal of the
program was to aid students who were
victims of housing discrimination. "We
know that many students must be experiencing this sort of prejudice, but few
have complained to us about it," she said.
Forty-nine per cent of the rental unit
managers or owners in the campus community were found to be using
discriminatory rental practices in a 1972
housing office survey, Robinson stated.
A recent survey by the Mid-Peninsula
Citizens for Fair Housing shows that people
often wait until they have been
discriminated against three or four times
before getting angry enough to do something

about it, Robinson said.
"If a student comes to us complaining
about a particular building, we’ll send a
White student to check and see if the unit is
really vacant. If this is the case, we will send
a letter to the landlord warning him that
housing discrimination is illegal," Robinson
explained. "This is often enough to get them
to rent the particular unit to the Black or
Chicano who wanted it in the first place."
A housing survey was planned for this
semester, but only 10 students volunteered
to be auditors. Auditors would work in
teams of three one Black, one Chicano
renting
and one White to check the
practices of all the rental unit managers or
owners in the campus community. Robinson
said at least 10-15 more students must
volunteer if the survey is to be conducted
next semester.
Anyone interested in working as an,
auditor is asked to see Robinson at the
Housing Office.

By Lori Rauh
Last weekend was moving
time for the SJSU Women’s
Center.
But it wasn’t just a move
from the dingy basement of
Building Z on the corner of
Ninth and San Carlos streets
to the spacious, clean
facilities at Building V on
Tenth St.
The move reportedly
"opened doors" to more
women on campus. The
Women’s Center offers more
services now and will be
open more hours, as a result
of the move.
"Our center is a drop-in
center. It is not run by a
certain staff. It is run by
anyone who wants to help
out," expressed Janis
Osborn, a work study student
at the center. She stressed
the fact that women do not
have to come to the center to
merely to do something.
"Exciting conversations go
on everyday here. And with
our new facilities we have
the space and the comfort to
accommodate all women."
The Women’s Center was
developed on campus in
spring, 1972. It originated in
the basement of Building Z
and remained there until last

Saturday.
According to Osborn, "The
building was so depressing.
When it rained, there was
two inches of water on the
floor. Women would come to
our meetings and have to
huddle together to keep
warm.
"Now we expect to have
more volunteers, but there
has been no definite commitment by anyone. As soon
as we get settled, there
should be a lot more women
coming to the center and our
new services will get underway."
The Women’s Center
alrready provides a variety
of services ranging from a
newsletter it puts out every
month to rap sessions and
counseling.
They also furnish a
speaker’s bureau to arange
for various women to speak
to classes, church groups
and other colleges.
The center soon hopes to
organize classes in yoga,
natural childbirth, auto
backand
mechanics
packing..
Their rape line, in conWomen
with
junction
Against Rape (WAR), is
connected with doctor’s lines

police-"people one needs to
be in contact with in a
situation such as rape,"
Osborn said.
The Women’s Center is
allocated funds from the A.S.
"It is up to them what budget
we have. And it is up to
Buildings and Grounds
maintenance what facilities
we get," claimed Karen
Sweetland, who has been
involved with the Women’s
Center since it began.
"We are allotted $2,000 a
year; $625 of that goes to
work study, so that cuts us
back to $1,175. Since we are
not a service, we pay for our

own telephone, our supplies
newsletter,"
are
the
Sweetland added.
"The only reason we didn’t
move before was because we
just didn’t have anywhere
else to move. We were lucky
to even get the basement on
Ninth and San Carlos," she
asserted.
The new facilities, located
at 177 S. Tenth St. next to the
Business Tower, were offered to the Women’s Center
by Dave Newman in
Building K. -We worked it
out with him and are really
excited about the new
surroundings and all of the

space available to us."
The center’s new hours are
Mondays from 11 a.m. to 5:30
p.m.; Tuesdays from 10:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 2 to 9 p.m.;
Wednesdays from 1:30 to 9
p.m; Thursdays from 10:30
a.m. to 7 p.m., and Fridays
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
and 3:30 to 5 p.m. The
telephone number is 2947265.
Sweetland agreed, as
osborn concluded, "We hope
to generate more interest by
being centrally located. This
is a place women can come
to relax and read. We want it
to be their place.

Sweetland (left), JalliS
Osborn and Lori Rauh in
the library of the new,

spacious Women’s Center,
located in Building V.

Solution sought
for coed moms
The Student Activities and Services office (SAS) hopes to
find a solution for student mothers who must bring babies to
class with them, according to Cheryl Ebbage, SAS employe.
"There are several such cases on campus, and we would
like to know how many, and what type of help they need,"
Ebbage stated.
She stressed the fact that a formal, licensed school is not
what she has in mind - "simply some type of informal,
cooperative agreement" in which mothers might receive
help from each other and from her department.
Those interested may call Ebbage at 277-2189 or visit SAS
in the Old Cafeteria near the Engineering Building on
Seventh and San Fernando Streets.

Marty Gatewood Hoff
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Off campus plan ’censorship?’
By Kathy Rebello
President John H. Bunzel
sees the change in the offcampus speaker policy as
"an experiment to prove
there is a wide spectrum of
speakers on campus," while
Ted Gehrke, A.S. Program
Board adviser says it is "a
very sophisticated and lightweight form of censorhip."

These were the opinions
expressed
’after
the
Educational Policy Committee
of
the
State
University and Colleges
Board of Trustees last week
place a two-year-old policy
on suspension in favor of one
to be experimented with by
two of the 19 state colleges,
Chico and Sacramento.

AU

Free Large Pizza
Bring this AD
to

TOM & JERRY’S LITTLE PIZZA SHOP

The new policy requires
that
biographical
information, amount of fees
and subject matter of all
guest speakers must be
supplied to the trustees by
the college presidents
quarterly.
The prior policy demanded
that only those speakers who
were paid $100 or more by
the AS need to be reported
on.
Dr. Bunzel explained the
change is supposed to
alleviate the" d i st or ted views
the trustees were receiving"
by "providing a picture with
a wide variety of speakers
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Preregistration for home
economics majors and
minors will take place
December 14 in Room 1 of
Economics
Home
the
building.
will
be
Students
preregistered into their
home economics classes
from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Check in the department
office for the specific time
each class level will sign up
for classes.
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from all sources, paid and
unpaid, that come to campus."
He explained that the
original policy was an
outgrowth of the trustees’
concern "for what they
perceived to be a lack of
balance in speakers.
"The trustees see most of
the student’s choices as
liberal or left or liberal," Dr.
Bunzel said. "It is their
belief that there ought to be a
better balance of views
represented from a breadth
of society as large as ours.
"Some people thought that
if the president were
required to report on the
speakers that he would
eventually intervene in their
choices," he further explained. "But that never
came to pass. The AS.
presidenty does not consult
with me on his list. And,
prior censorship is not my
business."
But Gehrke, contacts and
negotiates for off-campus
speakers for the A.S. felt that
"no matter how you look at
this, it smacks of censorship.
"First the trustees ask for
information on speakers $100
and over, then they ask for $1
on up," Gehrke explained.
"They are putting pressure
on the president and
pressure on the student’s
money.
"The next logical step," he
continued, "is for the
trustees to require approval

of any amount spent on
speakers. So, eventually
they will be able to dictate
who comes on campus. And,
if students don’t keep in line
with their views, ultimately
they will be witholding the
president’s salary."
But Dr. Bunzel saw little
chance of this. Maintaining a
"no comment" on the issue
of his salary, he said, "Any
intervention on the part of
the trustees would meet with
a good deal of opposition. All
the college presidents have
fought strenuously against
regulation in any sense. We
all feel very strongly about
this.
"It is a fundamental
principle that the student has
a right to invite anyone of his
choice on campus," Dr.
Bunzel continued. "I happen
to personally believe this. An
educational setting should be
a free market of ideas where
a student can get his tuition’s
worth in varying ideas."
He further backed up his
argument by emphasizing
the fact that it is the
student’s funds used for
speakers. "I’m not about to
tell the students how they
should use their money," he
said. "If they want to spend
it on predominantly radical
speakers, that’s up to them."
Gehrke agreed to this,
adding that "If it were the
administration’s money, it
would be different, there
would be no argument."
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12 or 20
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But he complained about
the clause in the policy
suggesting that biographical
information on the speaker
and his fee be published in
the student newspaper. "It
makes it very difficult to
negotiate
with
many
agents," Gehrke said.
"A lot of agents give me a
really good deal in price, a
deal that they don’t want
published," Gehrke explained. They get a lot of
flack
when
they
go
somewhere else and demand
more money."
Dr. Bunzel admitted this
was "a wrinkle" in the
policy. But he felt that "it is
of larger interest who is
paid, how much, rather than
getting a good deal."
But Gehrke maintained
that if nothing else "the
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trustees have no right to
dictate what is published in
the newspaper."
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Dr. Bunzel agreed, "No
one wants to get into the
business of dictating what is
published." But he did add
that it is the hope of the
trustees that the newspaper
"can be persuaded that this
is of general interest to its
readers."
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Cagers meet S.F. State
in quest for third victory
Little knownHaroldDipthong, star halfback for Filthy Rich
U., was the winner of the 1978-79 Heisman Trophy, awarded
annually to the best college football player in the nation that year.
Dipthong, while being stymied by the opposition’s defense
this year, gained over 4,000 yards last season.
While being held to only 87 yards this year, Dipthong still
lead the Flying Turtles to an undefeated 11-0 season, as they
outscored their opponents 586 to 12.
The above account is obviously a farce, but the motives
and criteria behind the election of the Heisman Trophy
winner each year, isn’t.
This years’ winner, runningback John Cappelletti of Penn
State, gained over 2,600 yards in just two seasons ass Nittany
Lion offensive back. His yardage is second in Penn State
history to only Lydell Mitchell, who gained 2,934 yards in his
THREE year career.
While being one of the better backs in the country. Cappelletti simply did not deserve the Heisman Trophy.
*****
When the Downtown Athletic Club of New York originated
the award in 1935, the intent was that it go to the best college
football player in the nation - That Particular Year.
Past winners have exemplified this - up to a certain point.
In 1945, Felix "Doc" Blanchard of Army won the coveted
award - and he was a freshman. He won it because he was
the best college football player in the nation - that year. How
much of a chance do you think Tony Dorsett of Pitt, a
superlative freshman back that led Pitt to a 6-4-1 record, as
opposed to 1-10 last year, had in this year’s balloting because
he was a freshman?
Woody Green of Arizona State, Roosevelt Leaks of Texas,
Archie Griffin of Ohio State, Luscious Selmon of Oklahoma
are just a few of the other candidates that were, just as, if not
more deserving, than Cappelletti.
Green didn’t get it because of the cream puff schedule the
Sun Devils played; Leaks didn’t win it because he got injured, and you can’t have your Heisman Trophy winner
sitting on the bench during post-season bowl play (ask Joe
Theisman, formerly of Notre Dame, about that one).
Griffin didn’t garner the honor because he’s a junior, and
as everyone knows, to be the best in the nation - you have to
be a senior. Selmon, one of a three bother combination on the
Sooner defensive squad didn’t capture the award because
he’s a lineman. He finished second to Cappelletti, but
linemen don’t rate you know, at least not with the people that
vote for the Heisman Trophy.
zitzerazeze
I think it’s time that either the Downtown Athletic Club
and their voting members start realizing that with the advent
of freshman eligibility in college football today, they are
either going to have to re-evaluate their voting standards, or
just plain award the Heisman to the best senior that year,
and everyone else will have to wait their turn.
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Hoopsters get third
in JV tournament
Despite a second round
loss to St. Mary’s, the
Spartan junior varsity
basketball ream rallied to a
third place finish in the
second annual San Jose State
University Frosh-Junior
Varsity basketball tournament held this week in
Spartan Gym.
After losing 77-74 in the
second round to St. Mary’s,
the Spartababes defeated
U.C. Davis 57-46 for third
place honors. St. Mary’s lost
72-71 to U.C. Berkeley for the
tournament championship.
The Spartans contest with
Davis was very close up until
the end of the second half.
With the halftime score
standing at 28-28 the local
cagers came out playing a
deliberate ball-control offense. However, the Aggies
kept pace until four minutes
were left in the game.
At that point the Spartans
began to pull away as they
converted several Aggie
turnovers. As the Davis
squad saw the game slipping
from their control they
started forcing shots and
throwing the ball away.

Gorden Everett will
represent SJSU on the
parallel bars, pommel horse
and still rings. Last year at
junior college, Everett
gained a birth in the state
finals.
Steve
Team captain
McCormack and NorCal
champion Chris Wright will
work out on the still rings.
Ken Linney will compete in
the floor exercise.
The gymnasts will compete in optional routines
only, everyone creating his
own particular exercise.
Next on the gymnastic
roster is the 14th annual
Spartan Invitational, to be
held in the Spartan Gym at
7:30 p.m. Dec. 7.
Teams as far away as
Washington and Nevada will
be participating in the annual event.
After the presentation of
the all-around awards and
the opening festivities, the
competition begins. The top
eight finalists out of the 135
in each event will vie for the
top position. No team scores
will be kept to determine
place standings and all
gymnasts will be considered
unattached competitors.
Admission prices are $1.50
for adults and El for all
students with student body
cards.

San Jose Water Beds wl gim you the best prices
on complete wetedieds and accessories.

King Size Bed -

Walnut Stained
thermostat,

5

frame with

Reg $64.95

SALE $58.95
Reg $149.95

SALE $129.95
pedestal,

3

yr guar heater and

yr guar mattress, fitted safety liner, hardware

HEATER with Van Control
Reg. t44.95 SALE t39.95
SAN JOSE WATER BEE) CO.
454 VV. Santa Clara
998-3 1 37

The Spartans loss to St.
Mary’s was a see-saw battle
that was in doubt up until the
final buzzer. Although San
Jose trailed 46-48 at half,
they led at one point in the
second half and were within
one with nine seconds left in
the game.
Spartababes,
The
defending champions of the
tourney, were led by freshmen Rick Younge and Larry
Bowles. Yotmge and Bowles
were both named to the AllTournament team.

ondStamps Accented

SEWS
Sill) S1101)
858N. 13th St.
289-9368

Northwest Releasing

see the

Come and

San Jose of bygone days.
Trolley cars, electric towers
and Keystone Kops.

presents

IN CONCERT

Qichard
tiarri8

Live Entertainment
Every Thursday and Friday
Now open Saturday
I

with
tall orchestra

FLINT CENTER

Lunch from
a.m. mild -1:00 p.m. mery weekday
Saloon open I I :00 a.m. - 2:00
lom lit V anti soon on Saturdays
:00

CUPERTINO
Thurs., Dec. 13, 8:30 p.m.
163 West Santa Clara SI r,eI
San Jose. California

Tickets $7.$6.$5.$4
SAN

Jose sox Germ

PENINSULA

912 Town &Country Village
Son lose 146.1 160

PDX OFFICE
100 A1,0, 941 3100

20j-2.130

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALSI Join. college age
BALLET class at Eufrazia 50,001 01
Ballet. Basic -technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant. Dir 241 1306
MASSAGE WORKSHOP
Esalen
style, Dec 15, tam 6 pm, Sequoai
Growth Center. 1208 Martin Ave.
Reservations, 285 8075
"Play It Again Sam" Woody Allen
stars in a Humphrey Bogart role.
Filmed in Sausalito. Friday Flicks
presents this show on Dec. 7 at
Morris Dailey Aud 7 & 10 pm only
500 Coke too. 15c By A Phi 0
INTERESTED IN PLAYING ICE’
HOCKEY? Contact Dave 244.5591
weekdays after 10 p.m. Na prey.
ewer . necessary.
THURS ENCOUNTER. Special group
uses the Playground Principle. Body
work, chanting, foot massage.
nonsense and tension release.
Sequoia, 1208 Martin, 7:30 Pm. 52.50
or barter, 288 8075
BOWLING TOURNAMENT, span
sored by CeRec, Thurs. Dec. 6,
SJSU Games Room 3.5 pm 75 cents
for 3 games. inc . shoe rental. Open to
all, trophies given low and high
series and most gutter balls.
GIRLS: For photographic nude figure
models. Must be cute. All pia in good
taste. No cheesecake or porn. 510 per
session, more if pin are SOld. Send
measurements, age, snapshot of
face to R W Kingman, 3005 Post
wood Dr S J., 95132.
LIKE
TO GET
A
BETTER
GOVERNOR? You’re invited to
attend the SJSU Students for
Moscone meeting Thurs. Dec. 16,
from 2.3 pm. Costanoan Rm. S.11
Don’t bitch. get involved.
WILLIAM TURNER, ex FBI agent,
will speak in Student Union
Ballroom on Thurs. Dec. 601 2 pm.
FREE. Presented by Associated

Students.

THE GREAT A.S. PROM. Sun.. Dec.
9th at 8 pm in the Men’s Gym.
Featuring Butch Whacks 8. The
Glass Paks. Admission 52.50
students. 43.50 Gen Pub. Presented
by A.S
BUTCH WHACKS & THE GLASS
PAKS WILL recreate the great
times of the fifties and sixties on
Sun. night Dec. 9. at 0:00 p.m in the
men’s gym. Students S2.50. Gen.
Pub. 13.50 presented by A
Chaperones Carnations & Corsages
Crepe paper Spotlight dance
Raffles & Drawings galore! THE
GREAT AS PROM Sun. Dec 9. at
8 00 p m in the men’s gym Students
$250 Gen Pub 53.90 presented by
A 5.
KEYNSIAN AND THE CLASSICAL
ECONOMISTS LECTURE BY
VISITING LECTURER Richard
Stavely. Monday, Dec. 10. 130,
Costonoan Room, Student Union.
Sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha.

AUTOMOTIVE
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE 6.,
Student Refused 75 per cent OFF
FOR 30 GPA OR NON SMOKER
948 0223 Days Eve 261 8873
TIRED OF
AUTO INSURANCE
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS.
originators of Student Auto
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
rears No student refused Call 2119
11441 or stop by 404 5 3rd St , second
floor 13rd & San Salvador)
’67 MG11.13T, recent overhauled
engine. 4 radials + snow tires. FM
stared. 25
mpg, excel cond, 5975.
firm. 265 7414

FOR SALE

San Jose Water Beds will give you Walnut Stained frame,
5 yr guar. Mattress foam pad, fitted safety liner, hardware

King Size Bed

THE TOWER SALOON

Guard Ken Mickey passes off against University of
Montana’s Robin Selvig.

Ringmen travel to in vitational
to compete with tops in NorCal
Sixteen members of the
Spartan gymnastic team
travel to the Sacramento
State University Invitational
to compete tonight at 7:30
against the top gymnasts in

while Pete Miller, Thalace Gordon, Ken Mickey, Russ
Palmer and Mike Fair will also see considerable playing
time.
Next week the Spartans will head east for four games
against Iowa State, North Dakota, South Dakota, and North
Dakota State.

Trying to continue its modest winning streak, the varsity
basketball team will meet a contingent from San Francisco
State University at 8 Saturday night in the Spartan Gym.
For the Spartans, it will be the third outing of the new
season, following victories in their first two contests against
the University of Montana and the University of San Diego.
The Gators won their first outing against Cal Poly, San
Luis Obispo, but then fell victim to both Santa Clara and the
University of Pacific. The Gators are led by forward Darnell
Jackson who garnered 14 points in the Cal Poly tilt.
The Spartans may find themselves without the full services
of Ron Fair, who dislocated 6.is finger in the San Diego
contest. Fair will play, but he is a questionable starter.
Returning starter Eric Sulney, who garnered 33 points in
his first two outings, will again lead the Spartans at guard,

VITAMINS .. COSMETICS, photo
finishing & lots of strange things. All
bill’s College Pharmacy
Moil maim brand/ of quality stereo
components available at dealer cost
plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
equipment periodic specials below
dealer cost 252 2028 after $ P
WiNEMAKING EQUIPMENT &
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection of foreign &
domestic wines L beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N 4th 795 7436
WARM YOUR COC KKKKK
with
Dean Swift fancy Sniffing Snuff
Send name, etc for free samples
Dean Swift Ltd Box 7009 S.1111
Francisco, CA 94126
CUSTOM TAPING FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 track, I track, reel to
reel Same day service whenever
possible The Arkade. 248 S 1st,
downtown S

WATERBEDS
Grand
opening
special. complete king size waterbed
with pedestal frame, heater and
thermostat. Reg. 5148 now only $118
Discount prices on other Waterbeds &
Accessories. Downtown Waterbeds.
416 W San Carlos, 287 2000
ST. GEORGE ELECTRIC GUITAR
With case. S25. Call Ron 292 21163
week nights.

Need Neat,
HOSTESS WANTED
outgoing girl over 21 to work Friday
and Saturday evenings in the area’s
finest billiard lounge Call Ed Strom
between 11 00 6 00 796 9367

AIREDALE FOUND, Dec 7 near
college. Well behaved, rabies tag
only I.D. 793 8177 or 227-9820.

HOUSING

LOST: Grey shorthair cat. Medium
sized female. White flea collar. 479
$. 7th, 2599938 REWARD

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Coed
All facilities for students. 79.50 se to
10950 single 202 S 11th Phone 293
7374

BARGAINS Old Pottery old iewery
pint
frames books turn appl
clocks -clothes tools radios records
trunks etc Thousands of items to
choose from THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed thru Sun
FREE park & admission 19105. 1st

LOST: Turquoise ring on fifth floor
Duncan Hall. Has sentimental value
Please return, call 997.0189
REWARD

LARGE 1 8. 2 Bdrm Apt. 5125. &
155
block from State. Quiet
complex, W W carpets, built in
electric kitchens. pool Married
couples only. Ph 286 0964. 466 S. 5th
No 1

SHREDDED FOAM RUBSER 40c per
Pound Any amount Phone 293 2954
PiSCEAN LCD. has some of the nicest
stores tor your complete waterbed
;seeds FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete heated king size bed as low
as 3103. Four locations 1 331 N 1st
2117 7030 7 1525 W San Carlos 294
1455. 3 Cupertino K Mart Cntr. 1001
Sara. Sunnyv.le Rd 996 1413 .1
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
22$ (1221
BLACKLIGHT POSTERS $1.50,
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT 523.95
2 FOOT 1111 95 AND 18 INCHES
511 99. STROBE LIGHTS S19.99, GAS
GLO BULBS 5350. PATCHES 75c &
UP.
LEATHER
GOODS
&
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
2$
STICKS 29c PIPES 51.00 0. UP,
INDIA BEDSPREADS 1)95 & UP.
T *SHIRTS $2.00 EACH. IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 75c EACH
BROOKS, WE San Fernando I Blk
from SJSU Phone 292 0409
YIN YANG WATERBEDS
Special
student discount with purchase of 2 or
more waterbeds. n31 So 7th St. 998
5660. 2265 Stevens Creek Blvd 998
3000 24 E Campbell Ave. Campbell
378 1040
SKIS FOR SALE 1973 Kneissl SL Red
Star Racers. Brand new. I yr.
guarantee. $150 or best offer 252
3922.
NOAH’S ARK WATERBED COMPANY
Opening Sale Student
discounts, high quality, low prices. 9
to 9 All new, guaranteed, custom
work. 116 Keyes St. near 3rd 289 8451.

LOST: 12 wk old black Lab puppy lost
on Nov. 26, near 15th & San Fer
nando. REWARD for his return. Call
2874381
LOST: SCHWINN CONTINENTAL,
10 .speed brown. My only Iran
sportation, "borrower" please
return. No questions asked.
REWARD Gerry. 293.1953, leave
message.

ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS,
Boys 465 5 6th St LW 5 9th from
560 shared or 579 pct Girls IV S
10th from 565 mu Utilities pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after 4 pm or call 2958)14
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE Well
located toy seriOtiS Students Maid &
linen serv Color TV Kitchen.
Parking 69 50 to 89 SO 237 E. San
Fernando 293 63/5
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bisrrn $155 rno
New carpet, swimming pool, alr
cOnd free parking & private
balcony Perfect choic, 51 5 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 295 3962
MEN Larne, rheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpel, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 5 11th St
GARDEN STUDIOS: 5109 8. 5119
Four pools
Laundry, off street
Parking 1319 Sunny Ct Walk, Bike.
Drive or Bus to SJSU 297 1100
LA DONNA APTS 1 bedroom apts
turn $120 unfurn 5125 w w new
carpets Quiet, near campus 285 5
4th St Call Ben. 788 8383 or John 356
5708
I SEDIROOM IN HOUSE, SIO0 ma.
kitchen priv., color Iv. Call Ann 923.
5873
HUGE 1 & 2 DORM APTS.
New
carpets z block from campus 439
$ 4th St Call 998 8619

LIBERAL REWARD for Wedding
Ring Black and Gold Free Form
With Diamond Call 293.0688
REWARD: Briefcase lost BC 209.
Mon nite, important papers &
sentimental keepsakes 297.3000.
Eat 6081

PERSONALS
"Play It AGaln Sam" Woody Allen
stars in Humphrey Bogart role.
Filmed In Sausalito. Friday Flicks
presents this show on Dec. 7 at
Morris Dailey Aud 7 & 10 pm only
500 Coke too. 15c By A Phi 0

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED TYPING.. Electric
Term Papers, Thesis, etc. Depen.
Cable. Mrs. Allen 294.1313.
STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per page
close to campus Phone 99$ 1669
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery. free service Call Esclw’s
251 2596

SENSITIVE GENTLEMAN wishes a
friend and companion. A sincere
female offered FREE RENT In
exchange for kindness. 298 2300

MEN’S NORDICA PLASTIC BUCKLE
SKI BOOTS, 13 BSI Skis. Head MO.
195 no, with Look Nevada Grand
Prix step in bindings & poles. $40.
Ski rack SS. Man’s Hinke. Plastic
buckle boots, site 9.7 SIO. 2862407
SKIS: MEAD STANDARDS, New
bases, excellent condition, 210
centimeters. S20. Phone 354.1665.

Australia,
OVERSEAS JOBS
Europe, S. America Africa. Students
all professions and occupations 5700
to MOO monthly Expenses paid.
overtime, sightseeing. Free in
formation Write. TRANS WORLD
RESEARCH DEPT Al P0 Box
603, Corte Madera, CA 94925
NEEDED: English Grad Student to do
short term tutoring for American lit
course. Call 2062144 evenings

FOR RENT: 2 bdrrn prtly. turn. hse.
20 5 9th New rugs, drapes. piano
Prefer couple or staff Call 292 1247
2 FURN. BED IN HOUSE. 1 at 112S 1
at 5100 mo In Los Altos, call Ann
968 1726
MODERN APTS. i, blk from SJS
campus under new management I
bdrm. 2 berm, studio Fore &
Unf urn Water IL garbage Pd
Private balcony &off street parking
For information call 293 5974 or 775
6669

ION
BUSINESS ADMINI
TRAINEE. 3 to S hrs. daily (hrs.
flexible) Cheerful, energetic young
man with office experience or
education in Bus. Adm. to work in
office of maior meat firm Some
typing 30 40 wpm. record keeping,
supervisory ability. S2.50 per hour
start 296 4900 Mrs. Gray

HOUSE FURNISHED, 2 bedr Wept
So 16th St Avail Jan 1 Aug 31 ’74
faculty staff, 277 2953. 292 0733
3 SmIroorn; 21615. Lake front home.
Carpets Drapes. Beautiful view.
2661489 After 4 0 r,

OUTGOING STUDENT NEEDED to
help sell at Faire. 12 304 30 daily, 02
hr Also need cartoonist Pelt. 353
7919
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TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE,
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 $142 AFTER
12 00 p m MARCIA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast, ac
curate and dependable Mrs Alice
Emmerich 2492864 Santa Clara
HOUSE
PAINTING:
Interior
Exterior. Guaranteed to Satisfy in
quality & price. Call 247 1512.

TRANSPORTATION

Print Your Ad Mere:
3/ 1414r

and spaces In, each i-n1
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35
35
35
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1940.1
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LODGE BOOK STORE 72 E.
San Fernando S.J. Open 125 Mon.
Sat. 12 7 Wed. Specialize in books on
China, Third World, Minorities in
U.S. handicrafts from Mainland
China.

EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
Eighth annual on regimented
student programs II wks Europe 0
wks Israel Europe 6 wks Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins, Student
Services West, Inc 14081 2076210

Classified Rates
t.

FRAMING: Custom, creative, per
sonal, unique. Call 324-4623 Ms. R.
Frederick

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
277-3175

STUDIO AND I BORN. APTS, for
rent. turn 8, unfurn Near SJSU. call
294 953$ or 293 7796

MASSEUSES WANTED, work your
onw hours, full or part time. we will
train Tropical Health Salon. 40919
Fremont Blvd., 657 7262.

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports
Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3341248 Los Gatos.

CHILD CARE
PLAY GROUP, my
old house
big yard, daily inc.
holidays Iles hrs. Willow Glen 766
5063
STUDENT
TYPING
NEAR
MERIDIAN AND CURTNER CALL
265.2134

ASTROLCK,Y, A complete chart is
constructed & interpreted Expert
work at a reasonable price 2116 6226

ROOMATE WANTED- To some
bedroom Apt near campus. 210 S.
12th St No 4 295.3706

WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE. Typing, editing. Call
727.3993
TYPING IBM, Near campus 2174355

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST - I.B.M.
Selectric. 867 2309 Eves.
"Play It Again Sam" Woody Allen
stars In a Humphrey Bogart role.
Filmed in Sausalito. Friday Flicks
presents this show on Dec. 7 at
Morris Daitey Aud. 7 & 10 pm only
50c Coke too, 15c By A Phi 0

PISCEAN & CO. comes tnru with
complete
bicycle
110 speed
specialists) parts. sales & service at
student prices. nearby Friendly
helpful service We carry Piscean.
Bridgestone.
Regina.
Ross,
Mossberg, Magneet 331 N 1st 287
7030

RUSTIC WILLOW GLEN COTTAGE,
quiet area, garden atmosphere,
furnished inn util., females only
275.0110
ROOMMATE WANTED: Male or
female Valley West at 101 and Tully
Road
Olympic pool and tennis
courts, etc Call Tom Horsley, 279
0793 S125. mo.

HELP WANTED

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates tall
includes gold & while album 60
color prints of your choice full set of
slides. BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES Extra full color 8 X
10’s $1 25 each
Staff of 20
photographers
Make an Ci
pointment see our samples
then
decide Open every evening until 10
p.m for FREE Bridal Packet Call
257 3161

EUROPE ’ISRAEL . AFRICA Student
flights all year round CONTACT
iSCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd Apt.
No 4 L A Calif 90049 TEL 1213/
126 5669 or 17141 787 3010
FLYING SOON? Well -II pays to be
young with TWA" Your TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 122$ 72621 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport &
Take up to 24 mOnthS to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 fOr information after
5 00 For reservations call 298 6600
or your local travel agent
FLIGHTS TO MINICO-Mazatlan,
$249. Inclusive 8 days? nights incl.
round trip air fare, hotel on the
beach plus extras Puerto Vattern,
$259 Inclusive I days 7 nights. Incl.
round trip air fare, hotel on beach
toll day cruise to Yelapa. 9105 ex
fres. Xmas package 12 15, 12,22, IS.
27 Call after 5pm 774-413. Richard.

ALL KINDS OF TYPING, my home,
narrative &statistical theses, study
guides. etc Reasonable 2449721

WILLOW GLEN WEST APTS. Would
be a fine quiet place to live 8. study
Swimming pool, saunas. rec room.
pleasant spacious grndS All the
modern features. 2. 3 bedrm.
townhouses starting 5175. 10 min.
from campus 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave. at Old Almaden Rd 2441474

MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
cream, candy. soft drink routs
Arrange a work schedule cam
Petable with class schedule 30 to SO
percent cornin Tropical Inc Cream
Co 330 Race St 297 4228

TYPING: Reasonable, experienced L
fast IBM Selectric with svintrols.
font for technical typing No ecli7,ng
Call, 263 2739.

LOST /A FOUND

Spry.. es
UP 7 ’insp.+,

5

t,

Oh NO CHI 10 NION1 n ORD, ROE
use 10
SPAR IAN Usti.?
Ct. ASSif iED
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE CALIF 95114
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Amend EPA act

Night Life

Regulations hit
By Roxanne Miller
One way to deal with the
Environmental Protection
Agency’s ( EPA) recently
parking
announced
regulations for the Bay Area
reduce
to
( designed
automobile use through
is to
costs)
higher parking
get the Clean Air Act of 1970
amended.
This was the opinion exby
yesterday
pressed
William Lockett, chief of
evaluation planning of the
California Air Resources
Board ( ARB ), at a San Jose
Chamber of Commerce
luncheon meeting at the
Elizabethan Inn in San Jose.
Lockett, during a questionanswer period after his
speech, said the ARB considers EPA’s standards too
stringent to achieve by 1975
as the EPA is attempting,
and therefore should be
amended.
I.ockett replaced John
Maga, executive officer of
the ARB, who was originally
scheduled to address the
Chamber about the state’s
position on the EPA’s
proposed parking
regulations.
These EPA regulations are
scheduled to go into effect
next July in cities with over
100,000 population and would
impose a 10-cent surcharge
on the going rate for commercial parking.
alommmagmlowii
"

Also, owners of more than
five free parking spaces
would be required to pay $180
per space next year, increasing to $450 by 1976.
The San Jose area
businessmen expected to get
some feedback at the
meeting on what the ARB
and the state plan to do about
the EPA’s proposals to help
ease the businessman’s
economic dilemma.
But Lockett said "absolutely nothing," according

PG&E gas rate

’certain’ to rise
By John Horan
Telling his audience "you
can be certain" of future
rate increases, Edward
Dunckelmann outlined the
energy crisis as it faced
Pacific Gas & Electric.
Dunckelmann spoke
yesterday ; o an SJSU
journalism class.
Dunckelmann, a senior
industrial power engineer
for PG&E, told his audience
that the main reason for
higher rates if higher costs
for the natural gas they
imported from Canada.
The Arab oil boycott is
another since "we had
planned last year on getting

Spartoguide

For information and reservations mall this ad, phone or
stop by and ask Barbara
Nevins at Student Services
West 235 East Sento Clara
Street, Suite 710, Seri Jose,
California 95113, or call
287-8240
the alternatives Lef0fTlyaoreu
E
decide to go home this
Christmas

New York
Flight 0 523 American At,.
net 707 Dec 23. return
Jan 2. $179 SJS1119/LA

S179

Charter flights available only to students,
faculty, staff and their
immediate families of
San Jose State University.
STUDENT SERVICES
WEST
,are based on Pro fate
share of minimum group 40
and includes an administration fee of 815 00 Fare is
accordance with tar.ff on tile
with the CAB and includes
all faxes Fare may vary
based on the actual number
of paSsengers travelling Aircraft are 8707 or DC8 ;ets

%mimeo IN NI me

to Jack Welch, executive
manager of the Los Gatos
Chamber of Commerce.
William Stephens Jr.,
manager of the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company in the
Los Gatos-Saratoga area,
agreed with Welch.
"Lockett says there’s no
answer but to change the
Clean Air Act of 1970,"
Stephens said. "The problem
boils down to changing law
for survival. That’s not much
of an answer."

TODAY
FASA meets at II a m nines U i L.stan.lt
room
SPARTAN ORIOCCI will hold a party at 9
ptn in the S.0 Pacifica room. Admission is
one toy for the -Toys for Tots" drive.
VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
meets at 7 30 p m in B(’ 15.
FORUM on "African !Aeration Struggles"
with a film on Mozambique at 12,30 p.m in
the S.U. Utininhum room
ENGLISH SEMINAR with Arlene Okerlund
English at 12 30 pm in the Faculty Club
FRIDAY FLICKS features "Nay it Again
Sales. in Morris Dailey Auditifiruni
Admission is 50 cents.
DRAMA An adaptation of Wedekind’s
"Pandora’s Km" will be performed at 8
p.m in the University Theatre Admission is
51 for studeno and $2 general
CHESS CLUB meets at noon in the S U
Calaveras room.
MECHA will host the members of the
Committee for lair Tres. an anti-drug
(Nemo organdation. at 3 pm. at the SU
Guadalupe Room.
TOMORROW
DRAMA: "Pandora’s Box- will be
presented Admission is 75 eerizs for
students and $1 general
FILM, The Mother will be shown at 7
p.in and 9 p.m in Morris Dailey
Auditorium Admission is 75 cents for
students and II general.
BASK KTRALL web SJSU vs San Francisco
State University at 8 p.m in the Spartan
ifym adMISNIall LS $3 reserved. al for area
-.Indents and SJSU students 75 rents.
SIECHA will hold a scholarship benefit
’bad Suite" dance at 9 p.m vi the S.0
Loma Poeta room Adnussion is SI in advance and II 50 at the duor
SUNDAY
DANCE, A -Prom- will be held featuring
"Butch Whacks and the Glass Pack" at $
prn 111 the SJSU Men’s if ym Admission is
$2E0 for SJSU students and $350 for the
general public
SPEAKER: Former SJSU president Robert
Clark will be a guest speaker of the Grace
Baptist Church at 10th and San Fernando
Streets at 8 30 pm . admission is 53

AN’HI,Nr n i-Akteli.:NA IN

MODERNE DRUG CO.

most of our natural gas from
the Middle East." The
American oil dependency
upon the Middle East, according the Dunckelmann,
"is greater than we had once
thought."
"People," said Dunckelmann, "do not really
understand the energy crisis
and are not willing to "give
up using a tangible product
... They say there sould be
less driving, but when we say
’Give up your car keys’ they
say no."
Oil requirements are going
up, said Dunckelmann, and
PG&E "has a shortage of
eight million barrels of oil
for next year." Part of the
blame should go to the
planners since "as late as
last year we thought we were
doing all right."
BART has put a strain on
the energy problem, said
Dunckelmann, who contended that the rapid transit
system using enough power
to supply energy to 70,000
persons.
The basic alternatives,
Dunckelinan said, are to
develop other sources of
energy and to try and use
less of what is available.
"But it’s hard promoting the
idea of people using less."

U.S. fascism growing

FRIDAY
San Francisco Civic Auditorium, San Francisco - David
Crosby and Graham Nash. Concert starts at 8 p.m. Tickets
are 85 in advance and $6 at the door.
Paul Butterfield and his
Winterland, San Francisco
better Days Band along with Elvin Bishop Band. Additional
performers include Mike Bloomfield and Friends. Music
begins at 8 p.m. Admission is 84 in advance and $5 at the door.
Carmen
Great American Music Hall, San Francisco
McRae. Music starts at 9 p.m.
Shadowfax. Show starts at
Orphanage, San Francisco
9:30 p.m.
The Boarding House, San Francisco - Doc Watson and Son
a along with High Country. Two shows at 9 p.m. and II p.m.
Keystone Korner, Berkeley - Butch Whacks and the Glass
Palo. Music begins at 9 p.m.
Odessey Room, Sunnyvale - Sound Waves. Music starts at
9 p.m.
Wine Cellar, Los Gatos - Dakota Sid and the Kansas Kid.
New Orleans House, Berkeley - Stuart Little Band.
The Joint Effort Coffee House, SJSU - Uncle VII*, a storytelling music making performer. Show starts at 8 p.m. Free
admission.
Andy Capp’s, Sunnyvale - Jango. Show starts at 9 p.m.
Mountain Charley’s Los Gatos - Morgan Brothers.
41-1041P0
SATURDAY
Winterland, San Francisco - Lee Michaels, Black Oak
Arkansas, JoJo Gunne and Grin. Concert begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $4 in advance and $5 at the door.
San Francisco Opera House, San Francisco - The San
Francisco Ballet presents the Nutcracker, a holiday
tradition.
The Boarding House, San Francisco’ Doc Watson and Son
along with High Country. Two shows at 9 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Town and Country Lodge, Ben Lomond - Freddy King,
guitarist and blues singer.
Mountain Charlies, Los Gatos - Wabash. Music begins at 9
p.m.
Keystone Korner, San Francisco - Airto.
Wine Cellar, Los Gatos - Paul Blake Trio.
Sand Dunes, San Francisco - The Wave. Latin Jazz.
Fezziwig’s Warehouse, San Francisco - The Fourth
Annual Dickens Christmas Faire. Opens from 11 a.m. to 9
p.m.
1141-47045
SUNDAY
Fox Theater, Oakland - The Funkadelics with special
guest star Graham Central Station. Door open at 7 p.m. for
the 8 p.m. performance. Tickets are $3.50 in advance and
$4.50 at the door.
Orphanage, San Francisco - Harvy Brooks and His
Fabulous Rhinestone. Music begins at 9 p.m.
Wine Cellar, Los Gatos - Dirk Hamilton.
Mountain Charlie’s, Los Gatos - Sugaree.
DeAnza College’s Flint Center - Daddy 0. Jazz. Music
starts at 8 p.m. Admission is $2.
Men’s Gym, SJSU - The Great A.S. Prom featuring the 50’s
music of Butch Whacks and the Glass Packs. Tickets are
$2.50 for AS. card holders and $3.50 general admission.

E SANTA CLARA

PRESCRIPTIONS

The National Guard
Needs Returning Vets
Both Men and Women
Give us a piece of your mind. You have the expertise.
We have the equipment. Together we can keep the
ARMY GUARD on a par with the active forces. Your
active duty experiernce will be invaluable for training
and directing other
ARMY GUARD
members. You can
make us more effective
by keeping us
up to date.

ARMY

NATIONAL
GUARD

SAN JOSE’S NATIONAL GUARD
251 W. Iledding St.
San Jose, Calif.
Phone 298-1159

WASHINGTON - The chief of federal energy programs told
the Senate Government Operations Committee yesterday
that gasoline will not be rationed before March 1.
William E. Simon, administrator of the federal energy
office, said the government could work out details of a
rationing program within 60 days after a decision is made.
Whether rationing will be required will be decided this
month, he said.
The Senate Government Operations Committee is hearing
testimony on the bill to create the Federal Energy
Administration (FEA ) to oversee production, conservation,
allocation and rationing of fuels for two year.
Simon, whose federal energy office was created by
President Nixon, would be administrator of the new FEA.sacramento - A bill to lower Californi’s speed limits from 65
to 55 miles per hour won final approval yesterday as the state
senate voted 27 to 4 to akay the measure.

Kissinger hopeful
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Associated Students
and
Anti -Imperialist Coordinating Committee (A.I.C.C.)
Present a Forum on
African Liberation Struggles

OPEN
Monday thru Saturday
8:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m.

With a

Speaker 6 Film on Mozambique
Friday, Dec. 7 12:30 PM
Umunhum Rm, Student Union
Admission Free

PURITAN OIL
CO.

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER
Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
Cost New $45.00

Will Sell for $15
Deduct

10,o on orders of 6 or
Make Checks Payable to

more

DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION

and mail to
Ontario Text Editions

of peace
WASHINGTON - Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said
yesterday that he expects the Middle East ceasefire to hold
and the peace conference to continue.
Kissinger also called on the Arab states to end their total oil
boycott against the U.S. He is scheduled to visit several of the
Arab states to persuade the nations to end the war with
Israel.

(7 ANY MOUNTAIN Ltd.
of Cupertino
presents

Wednesday Dec. 12th
Flint Center, DeAnza College.
Times:
6:30
9:00

Address

City

Sacramento - A bill to lower California’s speed limits from 65
to 55 miles per hour won final approval yesterday as the state
senate voted 27 to 4 to okay the measure.
The bill was supported by Assembly Speaker Robert
Moretti and is designed to lessen demands on the state’s fuel
supplies. The measure has already been approved by the
assembly and is effective Jan. 1.

A full length feature film
of skiing all around the world.

-
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Gas rationing put off

"SKIING’S GREAT"

Name

From page one
30,000 schedules have been
printed and six workers are
currently stuffing the inserts
into them in the basement of
the Spartan Bookstore.
Copies will be distributed
to
Roberts
and
Cal
bookstores within a week.
One of the changes in the
schedule’s timetable includes conversion from the
regular 12-hour clock to the
24-hour clock. The change
was mandated by the CAR
process since the computer
cannot differentiate between
a.m. and p.m.

"got into thought -policing
and the compiling of huge
dossiers.
Now its dossier files fill
an area comparable to eight
football fields," he added.
He also cited its growing
tendency
toward
a
"nationalized
type
of
police." "The FBI is tapping
policemen from departments all over the country,"
he said. "They’re training
over 2,000 men every three
months now.
"In view of all these
happenings," he said, "it is
entirely possible that the
U.S. could be the first
democratic country to go
fascist through free elections."

Compiled from the Associated Press

Lower speed limit approved

2 93.7 500i

CAR forms in

someone doing some heavy
smoking."
The assassination of John
Kennedy also falls under this
category. "In the case of
JFK, the magic bullet theory
has been destroyed. It was
not just one gun and one
shooter," the former agent
said. "But three weeks after
the assassination, the FBI
submitted a summary report
that (Lee Harvey) Oswald
and (Jack) Ruby had both
acted on their own."
He explained the Warren
Commission used the FBI’s
findings as the basis for its
report. When he attempted
to give the Commission
additional information, it
responded with a letter
saying "in essence, ’It is
getting into election year,
don’t confuse us. We have to
get our report out.’
get our report out.’
"This is all part of the
problem with the FBI,"
Turner explained. "It has
achieved this fantastic
mystique that everyone
refuses to challenge."
He explained that "the
legend" began with the John
Dillinger case in 1930.
virtually established
premiership in gunning
down this tumbleweed
gangster, when actually it
was another private agency
that tipped us off.
"Now, when the Bureau is
so violently anti-communist,
while neglecting the problem
of the Ku Klux Klan, no one
will do anyting."
During WWII, the FBI

So. 411) & E. Williams

News Briefs

Open Till 41/dnight Every Day Of The Year
’

From page I
"Believe me, that 007 stuff
is not all fiction," he said. As
further proof, he cited
examples in which the CIA
continued attempts in Cuba
by sponsoring smaller U.S.
secret agencies.
"But all that ended the day
Kennedy was shot in
Dallas,"
Turner
said.
"Johnson came into the
service and said he didn’t
want to hear anything more
about Cuba.
"That didn’t stop the CIA
though," he continued. "Bob
Kennedy
had
always
maintained the position that
we should retake Cuba, while
his brother John was attempting a rapprochement
with them. It was a clear
case where the secret
government was running
counter to the national
government.
"I know this gets very
Machiavellian,"
Turner
said, "but Watergate has
convinced us that these kinds
of things could easily be fact
and not just the ravings of

Gen. Admission $3.00
Students
$2.50
Door prizes and fashion show.
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